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The Vendor Vault!

 The Vendor Vault is an important piece of our marital
puzzle because without the right vendor to bring your

vision to life, you're just not going to see the results that
you want to! 

 
You have to consider a lot of things when you're

booking in those key suppliers. I delve deeper into the
full details around what that means in our workshop but

for now, I wanted to give you a few ideas on where to
look for the right suppliers, the qualities that you should
be exploring when booking somebody and how to avoid

any unnecessary pitfalls along the way.
 

You should look at your vendors as if they are all a part
of your well oiled wedding machine and to make those

cogs turn beautifully smooth, you must adopt an
organised, savvy boss bride mentality! 

Nikki xoxo

W E L C O M E
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Finding The Right Vendor For You!

So, you've pinned more pictures on Pinterest than you can shake a stick at, bounced between 100
different ideas that merge from sandy toes at a beach wedding to that of a woodland fairy
extravaganza with dripping lights cascading through the trees, that even Tarzan and Jane would be
proud of!
 
Now, lets really work to narrow that down, finding inspiration and ideas that sit between the lines
of all of these wonderfully creative designs and then, you might just be able to have the best of both
worlds... if you look closely enough.
Are there any similarities or ideas that you could successfully merge together and who could
possibly recreate such visions? 
 
So, where do we even begin to look for our dream suppliers? Here are just a few options!
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ONLINE DIRECTORIES
These are a great tool for finding suppliers in your local area and they will also offer a
link into that vendors online platforms, that means that everything you'll need
including contact details, previous work examples etc. should all be in one space. 

WEDDING FAIRS
Not only are these SO much fun and make for a great day out but you'll also be in
amongst a sea of suppliers looking to fill their diaries and to offer you discounts!
Check online for a local fair that should be coming to your city soon. 

WORD OF MOUTH
Ask your friends that went before you. Can they recommend any suppliers that they
really enjoyed working with on their own wedding? 

INSTAGRAM
My fave! By using the right local hashtags you will be met with a magazine styled
directory where you will see straight away, your potential vendors work and just like
Pinterest, you can scroll through and reach out to those that spark your curiosity!
Don't forget to search further for those reviews though! 
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Your Vision!
Once you have a solid idea on the type of style that you would like to bring to your wedding then
you can start to focus in on those key members of the team that will be bringing this baby to life. Fill
in the template below once you have a clearer idea of what you're trying to achieve.
 
**Please note** these are just ideas, not an official list, so play around with the VISION for your
wedding so that you can approach your potential vendors with a solid idea of what you would like
them to recreate.

COLOUR PALETTE:

STYLE/ THEME:

CEREMONY VENUE TYPE:

RECEPTION VENUE TYPE:

EVENT STYLIST?:

ATTIRE STYLE:

CAKE:

KEY FOCUS POINTS:
ie. Food/entertainment/ dress?

FOOD OPTIONS:
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5 Top Tips for
Choosing Your Perfect Vendor!

I've heard too many horror stories from couples about their relationships with wedding suppliers
going sour. It's not cool and it's not always necessary for it to get to that point.

 
So how can we avoid it? Here are my Top 5 Tips for Choosing Your Perfect Vendor:
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HIRE PEOPLE THAT YOU LIKE!
It's true, if you genuinely like the person that you're hiring then you'll have the
opportunity to create open and honest conversations around what you really want
for your big day, giving them a solid idea of what you want them to recreate.

THEY MUST SHARE THE SAME VISION
Booking the right person for the job means that you have probably seen them
create something that has sparked your intrigue or spoken to your own vision for
the day. Approaching people that have worked to bring a similar vein of creativity
to others will ultimately pay off for you too. 

REVIEWS! REVIEWS! REVIEWS!
Search the web, their socials, the full shebang! Do your research and make a solid
final decision from seeking out client reviews and testimonials.

DON'T BE AFRAID TO NEGOTIATE
Now, don't be silly with this but definitely compare the prices between other
suppliers in that field. You want to get a great deal because remember that you're
on a budget and that budget needs to be stuck to at all costs!

READ THE POLICIES!
Get every conversation and package deal in writing so as not to be tripped up later
on. Make sure that you're reading those cancellation policies with a fine tooth
comb and check with your insurance providers to see if they will cover any
unexpected turbulence. 
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Follow us on our socials at @wedinblissuk! 
Visit our Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest

for inspiring ideas and useful tips to help you on
your way!

 
 
 
 
 

Be sure to check out our website at
www.wed-in-bliss.com

for more information on our exciting, fun and easy
video workshop for 'How To Plan Your Wedding!'

 
Love & Light,

Connect With Us!

Nikki xoxo

L E T ' S  C H A T !
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